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We consider vector fields of the form L=t+a(x)x on the 2-torus and study the
closedness of the range of L in spaces of functions and distributions. When a
vanishes somewhere but not everywhere we show that the range is closed if and
only if all zeros of a are of finite order. In the most interesting case one obtains a
finiteness condition on the speed of accumulation of orbits, similar to what happens
in the known tube case.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider vector fields on the torus T2&R22?Z2 of the form
L=t+a(x) x , where a is a smooth, real-valued function on the unit
circle S 1.
We study the closedness of the range of the operators
L: C(T2)  C(T2)
and
L: D$(T2)  D$(T2)
In the known case of constant coefficients (see [He]) either all orbits of
L are closed or no orbit is closed. In our case, when a vanishes somewhere
but not everywhere, closed and non-closed orbits co-exist.
Before stating our main result we recall that an irrational number # is
said to be a Liouville number if there exists a sequence ( pn , qn) in Z_N
with qn  , and | #& pn qn |<(qn)&n , for all n # N.
Theorem 1.1. For the operator L=t+a(x) x the following properties
are equivalent:
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(I) LC(T2) is closed in C(T2),
(II) LD$(T2) is closed in D$(T2),
(III) One of the following situations occurs:
(III.1) a vanishes identically;
(III.2) a never vanishes and :.(2?)&1 2?0 (1a) is either rational or
non-Liouville irrational;
(III.3) <{a&1(0){S 1 and each x # a&1(0) is a zero of finite order
of a.
It is worth pointing out a common feature of the apparently unrelated
conditions guaranteeing closedness of the range in the presence of at least
one non-closed orbit; namely, one needs a condition of finiteness of the
speed with which every non-closed orbit approaches either itself (Case
(III.2)) or a closed orbit (Case (III.3)).
Property (I) may be rephrased in terms of global solvability as follows.
Consider the transpose operator tL:D$(T2)  D$(T2) given by
tL=(t+x(a } )). Set E=(ker tL)%, that is,
E=[ f # C(T2): (h, f )=0 for all h # D$(T2) with tLh=0]
One always has LC(T2)=E, hence property (I) is equivalent to
LC(T2)=E.
Similarly, for property (II), consider tL:C(T2)  C(T2) and set
F=[ f # D$(T2): (h, f )=0, for all h # C(T2) with tLh=0]. Now
property (II) says that LD$(T2)=F.
We remark that the work [He] of Herz seems to have been the first
to study property (I) for vector fields, including the case of constant
coefficients.
For the proof of the theorem we consider the following cases:
Case 1. a&1(0)=S 1;
Case 2. a&1(0)=<;
Case 3. <{a&1(0){S 1.
In case 2 we consider L .(1a)L=x+(1a(x))t . The change of
variables X=x, T=t+:x&x0 (1a) reduces L to L =X+:T , a constant
coefficient vector field. In case 1, we also have constant coefficients.
It then follows that, in cases 1 and 2, our theorem is a consequence of
results in [He, GW, Ho] (see also [BCP]).
Thus, for the remainder of this article, we confine ourselves to case 3.
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In Section 2 we show that the finiteness condition in (III.3) is necessary
and suficient for the validity of (I), and in Section 3 we do the same
for (II).
The authors wish to express their gratitude to Paulo Cordaro for useful
and valuable discussions on the subject of this paper.
2. CLOSEDNESS OF THE RANGE IN C
Recall that we are working under the assumption <{a&1(0){S 1.
We first prove the sufficiency; we assume that all zeros of a are of finite
order and proceed to prove two lemmas which, as is immediately verified,
imply that LC(T2) is closed in C(T2).
We begin with a result about solvability modulo functions which are flat
at a&1(0).
Lemma 2.1. If a&1(0) consists of finite-order zeros then given f # E there
exists u # C(T2) such that Lu& f is flat at a&1(0).
Proof. It suffices to solve near each x # a&1(0). Let then x0 be a zero of
order n1 of a.
We will use formal Taylor expansions near x0 :
a& :
j0
aj (x&x0) j,
u& :
j0
uj (t)(x&x0) j,
and
f & :
j0
fj (t)(x&x0) j.
Note that a0= } } } =an&1=0, and an {0.
Then Lu&f is equivalent to
u$j+ :
:+l= j
(l+1) a:ul+1= f j , j0. (2.1)
We will use the following decomposition for a function g # C(S 1):
g= g0+ g1 , where g0= g^(0) and g1(t)=k{0 g^(k)eikt.
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The important fact about the component g1 is that it has a primitive
h # C(S1), namely
h(t)= :
k{0
( g^(k)ik)eikt. (2.2)
It follows that g1 has primitives of arbitrary order belonging to C(S1).
We use such a decomposition for the functions uj , fj and solve (2.1)
separately for uj, 0 and uj, 1 .
For uj, 0 the equations become
0= fj, 0 j=0, ..., n&1 (2.3)
and
( j&n+1)an uj&n+1, 0+ } } } +a j u1, 0= f j, 0 , jn. (2.4)
Since an {0, (2.4) can be solved recursively for u1, 0 , u2, 0 , ...; u0, 0 is
arbitrary.
To see that the compatibility conditions (2.3) are satisfied it suffices to
recall that f # E .(ker tL)o and to observe that the distributions
1t $(l)(x&x0) belong to ker tL, for 0ln&1.
For uj, 1 the equations are
u$j, 1= f j, 1 0 jn&1
u$j, 1+( j&n+1)an uj&n+1, 1+ } } } +aj u1, 1= f j, 1 jn
Now (2.2) implies that we can successively determine u1, 1 , u2, 1 , ...
belonging to C(S 1).
Finally, an application of Borel’s theorem produces a true C function
out of the formal expansion of u, and the result follows. K
The next result concerns solvability for flat right-hand sides.
Lemma 2.2. If a&1(0) consists of finite-order zeros then given f # E with
f flat at a&1(0), there exists u # C(T2) with Lu= f.
Proof. In order to solve Lu= f we use partial Fourier series in the
t-variable, and we are led to solve
Lk u^k.\a(x) ddx u^k(x)+iku^k(x)+= f k(x) k # Z, x # S 1. (2.5)
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We first consider the case k=0; we must solve
a(x)
d
dx
u^0(x)= f 0(x), x # S1. (2.6)
The distribution 1t  (1a)(x) belongs to ker tL; since f # E, we must
have (1t  (1a)(x), f)=0, or (1a, f 0(x)) =0, that is, 2?0 f 0a=0. Set
u^0(x)=x0 f 0 a. It is clear that u^0(x) is in C
(S1) and solves (2.6).
From now on, we restrict ourselves to the case k # Z"[0].
Write a&1(0)=[x1 , ..., xN] and set xN+1=x1+2?. For each j=1, ..., N
pick yj such that xj< yj<xj+1 , and set A j (x)=xyj 1a, for x # (xj , x j+1).
The function exp(ikAj (x)) is smooth and bounded on (xj , xj+1), for each
j=1, ..., N and each k # Z"[0].
Each function f k is in C(S 1) and is flat at a&1(0), hence the same is
true for f k a.
It follows that each function g jk defined by
g jk(x)={exp(ikAj (x)) f
 k(x)a(x),
0,
xj<x<xj+1
x=x j or x=x j+1
is in C[xj , xj+1] and is flat at the endpoints.
It will be shown below that
|
xj+1
xj
g jk=0, for all j=1, ..., N, and all k # Z"[0]. (2.7)
Granted this we can quickly finish the proof by setting
u^k(x)={exp(&ikAj (x)) |
x
xj
g jk , xj<x<xj+1 , j=1, ..., N
0, x # a&1(0).
It is easily seen that, for each k # Z"[0], u^k belongs to C(S1), is flat at
a&1(0) and solves (2.5).
It is also clear that u^k decays rapidly as |k|  , hence we get our solu-
tion u # C(T2).
It remains to prove the above claim; the validity of (2.7) will be a conse-
quence of the fact that f # (ker tL)o.
Fix j # [1, ..., N]. Recall that &tL=t+x(a } ). We are going to exhibit
some distributions h # ker tL.
A distribution h # D$(T2), with h 0=0, belongs to ker tL if and only if we
have
& tLkh k.(ah k)$+ikh k=0, k # Z"[0]. (2.8)
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For each k, define k # L(S 1)/D$(S1) by setting k=exp(&ikAj (x)),
if xj<x<xj+1 , and k=0 otherwise.
By using the division theorem one can show that, for some C>0,
}ka , .}C&.& M, . # C(S1), k # Z"[0] , (2.9)
where M is the maximal order of vanishing of a.
It is easy to check that the distribution wk. tLk(k a) is supported in
[xj , xj+1] and verifies the estimates
|(wk , .) |C(1+|k| )&.& M+1, . # C(S1), k # Z"[0]. (2.10)
Note that each wk is of finite order rkM+1. We claim that, for
each k, there exists a distribution vk , also of order rk and supported in
[xj , xj+1], such that tLkvk=wk . In order to see this, it suffices to prove
the analogous result for distributions supported in a single point, say, the
origin. Let then w=r0 cm$
(m) be given with cr {0, and look for
v=r0 bm$
(m); for simplicity we are omitting the index k. Straightforward
computations lead us to the equations ikb0=c0 , and, for m=1, ..., r,
[ik+Cm, m a$(0)]bm=cm& :
r
m+1
Cl, m bl a(l&m+1)(0); (2.11)
here the constants Cl, m are real and independent of k. Since k # Z"[0] we
can successively determine br , br&1 , ..., b1 ; also, b0 is uniquely determined.
It is easy to check that estimates like (2.10) are verified for the vk .
Thus h k.k a&vk belongs to ker tLk and satisfies estimates like (2.10).
It follows that the sequence (h k) defines a distribution h # ker tL.
Since f # E we must have (h, f )=0, or (h &k , f k)=0, for all k # Z.
It is clear that (v&k , f k)=0 for all k # Z, hence 0=(&k a, f k) =
(&k , f k a) or xj+1xj exp(ikA) f k a=0. Thus (2.7) holds true, and the
proof of the lemma is complete. K
We now move on to the proof of necessity: we assume that a is not iden-
tically zero but vanishes to infinite order at some point and proceed to
show that LC(T2) is not closed in C(T2).
We restrict the action of L to functions of the x-variable alone, getting
an operator L0 : C(S 1)  C(S 1); in order to finish our proof it will be
enough to show that the range of L0 is not closed.
We have L0=a(x) ddx , and tL0 :D$(S1)  D$(S1) is given by
tL0=&ddx (a } ).
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We claim that ker tL0=[v # D$(S1): av=0]. Indeed tL0v=0 implies
(av)$=0, or av=C=constant. Now if C{0 there can be no solution
v # D$(S1) to av=C, because a is flat. Hence tLov=0 if and only if av=0.
Now the set F=[x # S1: a is flat at x] is nonempty and closed; also
F{S1, since a0. Thus the boundary F is nonempty; pick then
x1 # F. Then a is flat at x=x1 and we may factor a= fg, where
g(x)=1&cos(x&x1) and f # C(S 1) satisfies f ( j)(x)=0 if and only if
a( j)(x)=0, for all x # S1, j0.
We claim that f # E0.(ker tL0)o. Indeed, let v # D$(S 1) with av=0.
Then g( fv)=0, hence fv=0 on S 1" g&1(0)=S 1"[x1]. More precisely,
fv=c0$(x&x1)+c1 $$(x&x1), for some constants c0 , c1 ; note however
that this is impossible if c0 {0 or c1 {0 because one cannot divide a non-
zero distribution such as c0$(x&x1)+c1$$(x&x1) by a function f which
is flat at x=x1 . The conclusion is that fv=0, or f # E0 .
Finally, we show that the equation au$= f has no solution u # C(S1).
Take ( yn) with yn  x1 , and a( yn){0 for all n # N. We have f ( yn){0
for all n.
Now au$= f implies g( yn) f ( yn) u$( yn)= f ( yn) and so u$( yn)=1g( yn)
for all n.
But g( yn)  0, as yn  x1 and so u$( yn)  , as yn  x1 , hence u cannot
even be in C1(S 1).
3. CLOSEDNESS OF THE RANGE IN D$
Sufficiency. As before, write a&1(0)=[x1 , ..., xN], and xN+1=x1+2?.
Arguments similar to those of Section 2 show that tLC(T2) is closed in
C(T2). This implies that the transpose operator L= ttL: D$(T2)  D$(T2)
has weakly closed range.
On the other hand, as we show below, ker tL=[0]. Granted this,
proposition 35.4 in [T] implies LD$(T2)=D$(T2) and we are done.
Let then u # C(T2) with tLu=0, and write u=k # Z uk(x) eikt. Fix
j # [1, ..., N] and pick yj # (xj , x j+1). We have a(x) uk(x)=C
exp[&ik xyj (1a)], for xj<x<xj+1 , and some constant C. But then
|auk |=|C| over (x j , x j+1); by letting x  xj we get C=0. Thus u=0.
Necessity. Assume that a0 and F{<, where F=[x # S1: a is flat at x].
As in Section 2, write L0=a(ddx), tL0=&ddx (a } ) and set
F0.(ker
tL0)%=L0D$(S1). We are going to exhibit f # F0"(L0D$(S1)).
Set G=S1"F; then G is open and G{S 1. Pick a connected component
(:, ;) of G.
Set f =/(:, ;) .
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It is easy to see that ker tL0=[h # C(S1): ah=0]; hence if h # ker tL0 ,
we must have h=0 over (:, ;), thus ( f, h) =0 and so f # F0 .
We claim that f  L0D$(S 1). Indeed if u # D$(S 1) were such that au$= f,
then v =} u$ would be a solution to av=/(:, ;) . In particular av=1 over
(:, ;). In fact, there exist many v # D$(:, ;) with av=1, because the even-
tual zeros of a in (:, ;) are all of finite order; however, one can show that
no such v extends as a distribution on a larger interval (:&=, ;), because
a is flat at x=:.
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